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orchestra play its sighing gipsy songs and to catch the
eyes of pretty girls and to dance with them between the
tables. It was good when it was hot to stroll into the
garden of the Petits Champs des Morts, while the night
hid the refuse in the grave-yard below, and watch the
cheap artists on the stage and drink black coffee and
discuss the crowd that sauntered by under the lime
trees, and bandy jokes in broken French with the demi-
mondaineSy and play at being a millionaire.
It was good to take ship and sail away between the
islands of the Marmora to bathe in cool coves or up the
Bosphorus, from the terrace of some palace, to dive into
the swift stream and battle with it. Houses and cars
and motor boats were there for the asking, for the army
supplied them out of its liberal purse or by requisition.
Every one expected the occupation to last only a few
months, and they revelled while they had the opportunity
and the money. For myself I did not unpack for the
first six months, thinking that the end must come soon,
There were quaint forbidden tea-parties in Chichli,
the suburb of Pera, to which came Turkish ladies just
reaching out to grasp their new found liberty. They
encouraged me to talk my broken Turkish. They cooed
and complimented me on a fluency that I did not possess,
until I grew hot and awkward and my field-boots seemed
long and my spurs caught in the fringes of the ridiculous
furniture. Their rooms were arranged in Victorian
fashion with hard straight chairs and useless tables and
pictures in shell frames and fans and feathers. When
we had talked of the weather and my extensive knowledge
of Turkish, there was little left to be said. In cool rooms

